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Compliance with Tax Obligations:
If any taxes apply to their transactions, the users of the Website are solely responsible for

ascertaining this. Who pays what taxes is not the responsibility of the website's owners or

authors.

Investment risks:
Because of the high level of risk, cryptocurrency trading is not suitable for all investors.

Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should carefully

examine your investment goals, level of experience, and risk appetite.

Limitation of liability:
For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell

signals Solala Coin will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand the risks and

costs associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in

particular, are one of the riskiest investment choices available to investors. Chances are

you'll lose everything you've invested.

It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any doubts,

seek legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of the

information shown here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as

part of any formal agreement.

No Advice: 
Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to donate. There is no advice in this white paper, and it cannot be used to sell

or solicit Trillions' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to construct a contract or make

an investment decision.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules are

correct and current. Furthermore, all of this information may have been modified without

notice, and it should never be construed as a binding advising agreement.



Solala, a delightful tribute to imagination and wonder, emerges from the

visionary mind of Anatoly Yakovenko, founder of Solana. we've heard his

favorite animal is a koala, this meme goes beyond the ordinary, weaving a

tale full of personality and appeal.

Envision a future where finance and entertainment converge, where the

gravity of blockchain is softened by the whimsical embrace of a koala's

cuddle. Solala embarks on a celestial journey across the SOLANA

blockchain, illuminating the digital landscape with its radiant presence.

Imagine the irresistible charm of a koala, its fluffy visage captivating hearts

across generations. Amidst the serious tones of the cryptocurrency realm,

this enigmatic creature emerges as a beacon of joy through Solala.

Solala introduces a captivating new dimension to the digital currency arena,

akin to its Ethereum predecessor, Shiba Inu. Each transaction becomes

infused with delight, and every wallet holds the promise of adventure,

beckoning you to immerse yourself in its vibrant realm of possibilities.
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THE ORIGIN



Deep within the vibrant ecosystem of the Solana Blockchain, there resided

a remarkable koala known as Solala. With eyes as soulful as the sunsets

over the digital horizon, Solala wasn't just your average marsupial; he was a

symbol of hope and harmony in the ever-evolving world of cryptocurrency.

Solala's presence wasn't just felt; it was revered. His gentle nature and

captivating aura drew in all who crossed his path, weaving a sense of unity

and purpose among the Solana community. In his tranquil demeanor,

Solala embodied the perfect blend of nature's wisdom and technological

innovation, reminding us all of the power of symbiosis between the digital

realm and the natural world.

As Solala's influence spread, so did the belief in Solana's ability to

revolutionize the future. Together, under Solala's watchful gaze, the

community rallied behind the promise of a brighter tomorrow, fueled by the

boundless potential of Solana's groundbreaking technology. In the heart of

Solana Blockchain, Solala stood as a beacon of inspiration, guiding us

towards a future where innovation and nature harmoniously coexist.

INTRODUCING SOLALA COIN
PLATFORM
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Solala isn't just another meme coin; it serves as a dynamic gateway into
the cryptocurrency realm. While meme coins may be dismissed by some

as trivial, they play a crucial role in making the cryptocurrency market
more accessible and enticing to both individuals and institutions alike.

At Solala, we recognize the significance of this accessibility. We aspire to
be more than just a passing trend; our aim is to emerge as a frontrunner
within the Solana ecosystem. By attracting a diverse array of users and

fostering increased activity and expansion on the blockchain, we strive to
establish ourselves as a driving force for innovation and growth.
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VISION



TOKENOMICS

Token name                                                                                                            Solala 

Total Supply                                                                                                         1 Billion
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Symbol                                                                                                                 SOLALA

Sold on Pink Sale                                                                                               222.7681

Burnt                                                                                                             193.188.850

Burnt By Team                                                                                             300.000.000

Total Supply Now                                                                               460.957.851.4892
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Marketing and
Promotion

(1%)

Team and Project
Funding

(2%)

Allocating resources strategically, 56% of the total supply is dedicated to ensuring
liquidity provision on decentralized exchanges, fostering seamless and efficient

trading experiences for users worldwide.

An additional 7% is reserved for centralized exchanges, expanding accessibility and
exposure within the broader cryptocurrency market.

To fuel ongoing development and innovation, 2% of the supply is earmarked for the
project's dedicated team and funding, empowering the realization of ambitious goals

and milestones.

34% fixed as burnt of total for the project to maintain.

Lastly, 1% is committed to marketing, promotions, and strategic partnerships,
amplifying brand visibility and fostering collaborative initiatives to drive widespread

adoption and success.

TOKENOMICS CHART

Reserved for
Centralized Exchanges

(7%)

Burnt
(34%)

Liquidity Provision on
Exchanges

(56%)



USE CASES AND FEATURES

From its humble origins as a memecoin, Solala has blossomed into something
far more profound, offering a delightful fusion of entertainment and practicality
within the dynamic Solana ecosystem. Our journey has been guided by a deep

understanding of the diverse needs and challenges encountered by crypto
enthusiasts and investors alike, propelling us to prioritize functionality above

all else.

Driven by a commitment to empower users and enhance their Solana
experience, Solala is proud to unveil a suite of innovative tools. With Solala
Staking at the forefront, our aim is not just to meet market demands but to

exceed them, providing our vibrant community with avenues for passive
income generation while fostering active engagement and participation in the
Solana network. Join us as we embark on this exciting journey, where every

interaction with Solala is an opportunity for exploration and growth in the ever-
evolving world of cryptocurrency.
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Merchandise Collection (Coming soon)

Get rich on Solala The sweetest koala on SolalaReady for bullrun white Solala
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ROAD MAP

PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

Solala Coin Token officially launches on 2/4/2024, marking the beginning of
an exciting journey. Our immediate focus is on securing listings on

CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko to enhance visibility. Additionally, we're
implementing Solala Staking on our website, enabling token holders to earn
rewards. Solala Swap and Buybacks will streamline token transactions and

support token value. Integration of Solana Pay allows for seamless
merchandise purchases. Collaborations with meme creators, influencers, and

content platforms aim to amplify our presence. We're aiming for listings on
top centralized exchanges and leveraging awareness campaigns to reach
broader audiences. Branded merchandise adds to the Solala experience,

showcasing our community's pride. With over 5,000 holders onboard, we're
set to make waves in the crypto space.

Solala's journey begins with the launch of its official website, serving as a central
hub for our community to gather and engage. Through active community building
efforts across platforms like Telegram, Instagram, and Facebook, we're fostering

connections and dialogue with supporters worldwide. Our commitment to security
and efficiency is demonstrated through the meticulous development of smart
contracts, ensuring the integrity of Solala's ecosystem. The presale event on

PinkSale offers early access to SOLALA tokens, providing eager participants with
an exclusive opportunity to join the movement. Strategic branding and marketing
initiatives aim to elevate Solala's visibility and attract investors by showcasing its

unique value proposition. Any unsold presale tokens will be systematically
burned, optimizing token supply and potentially increasing value. As we strive to
achieve over 500 holders, our community continues to grow, united in our shared

vision for Solala's future success.

As part of our roadmap, we aim to implement an NFT
marketplace, leveraging the funds generated to conduct token

buybacks and burn initiatives. This strategic move not only
enhances our ecosystem's utility but also contributes to the

token's scarcity and value appreciation over time. Stay tuned for
more detailed updates on our roadmap as our project evolves
and gains momentum, driving forward our mission to redefine

the future of decentralized finance and digital ownership.



OUR PARTNERS
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We are excited to announce that Solala will be listed on a number of
exchanges. Stay tuned for further updates on our exchange listings!

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/solala/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/solala
https://dexscreener.com/solana/bl4ietyt6etfk7qtxu2bnyonvbmhjbryeg34svs1c754
https://www.pinksale.finance/solana/launchpad/gq2HrtkB29CS1zqVxnAJETEKzTqJdmerdPHfnEMLPA7
https://www.dextools.io/app/en/solana/pair-explorer/BL4iETYT6etFK7QtxU2bnyonVbMHjBryeG34svS1C754?t=1713566499661
https://ascendex.com/en/cashtrade-spottrading/usdt/solala


WHY CHOOSE SOLALA
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Solala isn't just any meme coin; it's a whimsical
creation inspired by Anatoly Yakovenko's admiration

for the endearing koala. With its charming koala
motif, Solala invites users to explore the world of
cryptocurrency with a touch of joy and curiosity,

making every transaction a delightful journey. Join
us as we embrace the spirit of Solala and embark on
an adventure filled with excitement and possibility in

the dynamic realm of Solana.

Solala, inspired by Solana's founder Anatoly
Yakovenko's love for koalas, ventures to

revolutionize memecoins. Beyond mere amusement,
it pioneers new avenues within the Solana

ecosystem, fostering its continual evolution and
adoption. With a blend of whimsy and practicality,

Solala aspires to be more than just a passing trend,
aiming to carve a lasting legacy in the world of

cryptocurrencies.

The Solala movement on the Solana blockchain
merges koala enthusiasts from across the crypto

world into a unified entity, symbolizing the fusion of
community and innovation. Through this collective

spirit, Solala aims to redefine the traditional
perception of memecoins, offering a platform where

passion and technology converge to create
meaningful impact. Join us in this journey where
every transaction contributes to the growth and

vitality of the Solala ecosystem, shaping a brighter
future for all.

As Solana's blockchain and its native coin
soar to new heights, Solala emerges to set

the gold standard for memecoins within the
Solana ecosystem. With a vision to redefine

the landscape of memecoins, Solala
combines innovation with community spirit,

offering a platform that transcends traditional
boundaries. Join us as we embark on this

journey to shape the future of memecoins on
Solana, setting a new benchmark for success

in the crypto world.



HOW TO BUY SOLALA

Follow these simple steps: Download Phantom wallet, get $SOL from an
exchange, or use $SOL and transfer it to your Phantom wallet. Once you have

$SOL in your wallet, head over to Raydium and buy Solala. Join the Solala
community today and embark on an exciting journey into the world of meme

coins on Solana!
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The exciting news is that you can purchase Solala on AscendEX, providing a
seamless and convenient experience for investors seeking to join the Solala

movement. This new listing offers increased accessibility and liquidity,
empowering individuals to participate in our vibrant community and share in the

potential growth opportunities offered by Solala. Join us on AscendEX and
embark on a journey towards financial empowerment and innovation with

Solala.

https://ascendex.com/en/cashtrade-spottrading/usdt/solala
https://phantom.app/
https://raydium.io/swap/?inputCurrency=sol&outputCurrency=HTPHknF5rBNCuZ1qK3muJA6Yo1HEhZj722oSESJnPBiw&outputSymbol=HTPHkn&fixed=in


CONTACT US
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Stay connected with us and follow our journey on our social
media handles! Join our community today to stay updated on

the latest news, announcements, and developments. Don't
miss out on exciting updates and opportunities in the world

of Solala!

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=61557125585338
https://www.instagram.com/solalacoin/
https://t.me/solalacoin
https://twitter.com/@solalacoin


SUPPORT US
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Donate here to support Team Solala and help us continue our
mission of bringing joy and innovation to the cryptocurrency

world! Your contributions play a vital role in our journey
towards building a vibrant and sustainable ecosystem. Thank

you for your generosity and support!

https://solalacoin.com/donation/


1. What is Solala?

   Solala is a meme coin built on the Solana blockchain, inspired by Anatoly Yakovenko's admiration for
koalas. It combines fun with practicality, offering a unique blend of entertainment and utility within the

Solana ecosystem.

2. How can I buy Solala?

   You can buy Solala by downloading the Phantom wallet, purchasing SOL from an exchange, bridging SOL to
your Phantom wallet, and then using Raydium to buy Solala.

3. Will Solala be listed on centralized exchanges (CEXs)?

   Yes, Solala Co. is actively working to ensure that Solala is listed on major worldwide exchanges, expanding
accessibility for investors and enthusiasts globally.

4. How can I support the Solala team?

   You can support the Solala team by donating to our cause. Your contributions help us continue developing
and promoting Solala, ensuring its growth and success within the crypto community.

5. Where can I stay updated on Solala's latest developments?

   Stay connected and follow us on our social media handles to receive the latest news, updates, and
announcements regarding Solala's journey and future developments.

6. Can we check Solala’s Smart Contract?

Yes, We can check the smart contract of Solala at GitHub.

FAQ’S
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https://github.com/freshcoins/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/Solala_HTPHknF5rBNCuZ1qK3muJA6Yo1HEhZj722oSESJnPBiw.pdf
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THANK YOU
BY SOLALA TEAM


